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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Finding new and functional methods for instruction has been
one of the most important factors in education.

Human beings

have learned new technologies by using different techniques for
teaching.

Starting with direct experiences with nature, body·

language, hieroglyphios, graphic symbols, codes <which have their
own meaning> and creatin1 different ways for displaying those
characters, scientists have used them in the diffusion of science.
Print word has been the widespread medium for broadcasting
knowledge; however books today have many competitors:
film, television (video),

radio,

slides, computers (modern teaching

aachines>, and now, interactive-video (IV>.
advantages and some limitations.

Host of them have many

Our main purpose as educators is

to provide to the learners media and methods which offer basically

the following characteristics:
clear and

dynamic

(a)

motivation - - an
attractive,

presentation which catches and holds the

attention of the learner, (b) simplicity--clear messages expressed

in a language familiar to the receivers, (c)

accuracy--concrete.

information which Jead the receivers to understand and to learn

more rapidly the contents avoiding distractions and lack of
interest, and (d) evaluation--instant feedback for reinforcing
student's performance when practicing their knowledge.
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The purpose of this paper is to describe the advantages and
limitations of this medium (interactive-video) and give a basic
example of the process that a chosen topic has to follow before
becoming an interactive-video program.

It is necessary to clarify

that IV is not a substitute of the teacher; it is an excellent
educational aid which must be used for helping instructors in the
teaching learning process.

It is useful to explain why it is

important to keep in mind the characteristics previously mentioned
and to give some guidelines for getting good results in the
educational process.
Factors in teaching accurately.
Motivation is a useful tool for catching the learners
attention.
goal.

Teachers can choose different ways for achieving this

One of them is the presentation of the content.

attractive

format

An

for displaying the topics to be taught will

direct the students' attention to the subject matter and develop a
good attitude which is the key stone in the implementation of the
teaching-learning process.
The ideal situation for instructing is to work under natural
conditions.

It means that direct experience with the phenomenom

to be taught will p•ovide the learners with the best environment
for showing them the different variables in which the fact takes
place.

Many times direct experience is not possible.

One good
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alternative for solving this limitation is to provide the students
with a "model" as close as possible to the real phenomenon.
In some areas the·direet experience is available for
explaining to the learners,tbe phenomena they are interested in.
For example, in biology, teachers can use animals for disection
and analyze the different parts and their functions.

In the same

way, in physics, it is possible to "re-create" many phenomena like
aceleration, gas expansion, changes in volume and temperature,
etc.

In other areas it i$ impossible to work with direct

experiences.

History is a. good example of this.

We cannot

directly show the events which occured years ago; instead, we can
use films, pictures, or sound tapes in which the action was
recorded or printed.
We must be conscious that the educational budget <even in
developed countries) is not sufficient for providing the students
with the best conditions for learning.

If teacher~ cannot

work under "normal" (natural> conditions in which images, color,
movements, sounds, smell, touch and/or temperature can be tested,
they must provide the students with the closer and more accurate

way to observe reality.

Instructors must keep in

perceive life situations through our senses.

■ ind

that we

They m~st try to

simulate, in the classroom, as closely as possible to a real life
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situation or events whose characteristics students are able to
perceive in a clear and precise manner.
Besides motivation,
in the teaching process.

simplicity plays a very important role
A good teacher who already.knows the

topics to be taught, must have the ability to simplify and
facilitate the learning process for his/her students.

Students

will understand with less effort the contents when they are
explained in a simple manner.
Some clues for achieving the goal of simplicity are related
to. three aspects:

1> Audience analysis.

Not all groups of

students have the same characteristics; individual differences
about their cultural background, attention capability,
intellectual skills, and personal attitude make them one
particu1a~ group which deserves a special treatment.

These

characteristics will determine, as a guide for teaching, what kind
of method, materials, and contents should be employed for giving
them the most accurate instruction.

2> Technical vocabulary.

Each subject has codes and/or symbols which have their own
meaning; for this reason it is important to select and explain in
advance, or parallel to the teaching learning process, the meaning

of the technical words <terms>, in order to provide to the group a
common frame of reference for dealing with the subject under the
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same "1 anguage."

Once the techn.ica l concepts have been def 1ned,

students can express in their own words how they interprete the
meanings of the basic glossary.

At this point, teachers must

clarify, exemplify or explain to the group the doubts or
misinterpretations students have.

Sometime-s it is necessary to

plan some parallel activities; in order to get a common frame of
reference which will -facilitate the understanding among teachers,
students and the topic.

3) Key ~oints.

Highlighting the aain

ideas and parts from a topic i.s a fOOd guide for understanding

technical processes.

An additional clue related to the key points

is to put the• in: a logical sequence1 in this way, stud·ents wi 11
have a useful tool fol' developing study techniques.

Ha-vi·ng a

technical vocabulary and aain ideas highlighted, students and/or
teachers can design sketches, diagra11s., or charts for facilitating
the compre,hension of the who la topic by. visualizing the .entire

process.

Examples must be chosen fro• activities students are

familiar with.

The closer the ·examples are to the reality

students already know, the better and easier the understanding
wi 11 be.

The third factor is Accuracy.

Students' attention will be

disturbed if teachers include unnecessary information when they
are explaining the topics.

Essential information must be

presented in sequential order for focusing students' attention in
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the subject matter.

It is necessary to be concrete and to follow

a logic pattern which permits the students to catch the main idea
without loosing their interest on the topic.

Students can obtain

additional information by reading or consulting bibliography given
at the ,beginning of the course.

Highlighting diffeunces

and/or

similarities between examples given is a good technique for
clarifying and mechanizing concepts.
Evaluation, the fourth factor, is the tool teachers can use
in order to know how the ~ontents
students.

~ave

been understood by their

A systematic evaluation can be done by asking simple

and concrete questions after -each exercise done during the class,
or after giving a test.

This will provide a useful feedback which

can be used for determining what are the weak points in the
teaching-learning process.

In this way, teachers will know if it

is necessary to provide additional information or to clarify some

concepts for increasing the effectiveness of the instruction.
Evaluation must cover not· only the topic to be taught but also
methods, materials, and the relationship among them.
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CHAPTER I I
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

What are the advantages and limitations of interactive video

<IV>?

Ho~ does it work?

What are the main characteristics of

this process? Can the teacher control the process?

ls it possible

to evaluate students' performance by using this method? these are
some common questions teachers ask.when they face a new method or
technique ~or teaching.

Before answering these questions and

explaining how IV works and what are its main characteristics, it

is necessary to mention that IV is a new technology whose novelty
makes it difficult to find a broad bibliography about its content.

For this reason the main points in this paper are limited to a few

authcirs and resources.
What

ts Interactive Video?.

luppa <1954) defined IV as "any video system

in which the

sequence and selection of messages is determined by the user's
response to the materiah" Cp.5>.

It means, basically, that users

can obtain different outcomes from the video system, depending on
the inputs they select.

The outcomes are shown as visual

repr~sentations on the tv screen.

This is the way users interact

with IV programs.' They can control what kind of information they
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want to get from their choices.

IV can be used for many different

applications; in this case, the author wants to emphasize
training or instructional programming.
Besides varied outcomes, random access is another important
characteristic of IV.

This feature permits the user to go

directly to the topic he or she is interested in, without passing
through the previous contents.

It is something like finding a

word in the dictionary; if a person wants to find the meaning of
the word "yellow", he or she must look under the letter "Y" where
the words which begin with the letter "Y" are listed.

This

ability to retrieve pieces of information easily and rapidly
regardless of its location in an IV program is called random
access.

It is necessary to clarify that the high speed of this

feature is a characteristic of the laser disk.

Random access is

possible on videotape but slower.
How interactive video works?
The combination of video and the computer makes possible the
use of this new technology in which the viewer is not just a
passive receiver of information, but an active participant in the
process.

There are many ways for designing and mounting IV

systems.

It is possible to select among videotape, laser video

disc or other disc systems and different kinds of computers to
obtain the most adequate and functional operation of the IV system
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for use in the teaching-learning process.

Cost, availability

or technical characteristics of these devices will not be
described in this paper; its main purpose is focused on the
general characteristics which IV offers to the users.
There are different ways of presenting the information in an
IV program.

Motion and/or still frame are two aids for teaching

people interpersonal and manual skills.

Designers must be

conscious of the fact that motion is an excellent help whose use
facilitates the comprehension and visualization of some topics
which could otherwise ·be too difficult to teach by using a
different presentation such as print or taped words.

It is

necessary to make a differentiation between motion and animation.
Motion is a direct representation of movement.
person moving from one place to another.

For example, a

Animation is an

artificial movement in which it is possible to give action to
inanimate objects by making small changes in their position.

The

camera takes pictures of these different positions and later, "the
eye puts together the changes when the film is projected, and
interprets them as continuous action."

(Hall,1980. p.39)

Computer and video lettering offer different levels of
clarity, flexibility and readability on titles and graphics.
designer must decide which of them is more functional for the

The
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program. The fact is that video lettering is better than computer
lettering, but it is also more expensive to produce.
When sound is necessary, the video disc systems produce some
of the best audio among the different technological devices
available today. The questions are: Does the program need sound?
How will the user react in front of a silent presentation?

Will

the sound reinforce user's motivation?
Basic elements in an IV program
In an instructional or training programming, there are four
basic elements:
1.

Demonstration.

information.

This part deals with the presentation of

Instructors should choose the most appropriate way

for displaying the topics to be taught.

Graphics, motion, charts,

animation, sound or typed words are the main sources for
explaining to the students the contents which will permit them to
meet the instructional goals.
2.

Exercise.

Once the information is given, students can

oiter responses to basic questions which wil\ permit them to
interact with the program

or the subject matter.

This phase

plays a very important role in the teaching-learning process
because the interaction between the learner and the program is the
core of the process.

Mark Sanders (1985) states " •.. what the
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student sees/hears/does at any point is determined by his or her
responses to the questions posed and the options developed
throughout the program by the instructional developer." (p.40).
3.

Control.

Control is the way the system selects the

appropriate response to the input.

This decision that the

computer makes is represented in a flowchart by one diamond,
instead of a box, because it represents a decision that the
computer makes.

It is not a segment, part of the content,

displayed for the user.
4.
student.

Feedback is the response the system presents to the
In this step the student has the opportunity to know if

his/her answer was correct or not.
Producing Educational Programs.
Currior (1983) supports the idea that IV shows promise to be
an effective instructional tool for all age groups and education
levels because IV is one of the most versatile and dynamic methods
for teaching.

Keeping in mind that the interaction between the

student and the program is the key for meeting instructional
goals, teachers must know what the basic steps for developing an
educational program are and how to use it in the implementation of
individual studies.

The main purpose of this section is to give

general information about the different phases included in an IV
program.

The first phase is Selection and Planning.
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Selection and Planning
In this phase there are four different steps; need
assessment, audience analysis, formulation of behavioral
objectives, and task analysis.
1.

Needs Assessment.

To find what the main needs of the

audience are is the starting point for developing an educational
program.

Need assessment is a process which "begins with the

identification of a need

a gap between what is and what should

be." <Dick & Carey, 1985 p.15).

A major methodological problem

that must be faced in establishing needs assessment, is to
distinguish between what people say they need, felt need~ and what
they actually do; expressed need.

If a needs assessment is not

done, there is a risk that the program may not be needed or wanted
by the audience.

The author wants to work with an example which

will be used throughout the development of this paper

as a model

for explaining how in a real life situation each step can be
implemented.

This example is related to the lack of instructional

materials,a common daily problem teachers face when they teach in
schools located in rural areas in Colombia. Several studies done
in the Norte de Santander area, show that teachers need to be
instructed in designing and producing instructional materials.
One program which can be implemented for partially solving this
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limitation is "Making graphics for teaching instructional
objectives".

In this case the course previously mentioned would

be the answer for solving a real need teachers have in their
schools.
2.

Audience Analysis.

If instructors want to effectively

use any kind of media for teaching, they must look for a linkage
between the characteristics of the learner and the content of the
learning material and its presentation.

Age, gender, grade level,

intellectual aptitude, and cultural or socioeconomic factors are
characteristics which will help instructors in determining the
level of the content and selecting examples that will be
meaningful to the given audience.
Within specific entry characteristics, prerequisite skills
must answer the following questions:

"do learners have the

knowledge base required to enter the lesson?
basic competencies

do learners have the

in language, math, reading, reasoning and the

like needed to master the subject?" <Heinich, Molenda & Russell,
1982 p.36).

Based on the example given at the beginning of this

section, the audience analysis will d~scribe the characteristics
of the target population. For example, population age, ranges
between 22 to 45 years old; gender, include both sexes; grade
level and intellectual aptitude is described as an academic
background equivalent to a bachelor degree and teachers able to
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understand and develop self instructional programs and the like;
socioeconomic factors, are basically determined by the normal
characteristics of the rural environment.

One of the advantages

the self-paced learning IV offers is that each student can work at
his/her own pace; IV is a flexible tool for individualized
instruction. (Grabowski & Aggen, 1984).
3.

Formulation of behavioral objectives.

"Behavioral

objectives serve to give the designer a goal or purpose which is
stated in terms of what the learner must be able to do after
instruction" (Schafer, 1982 p.28).

Objectives must be clear and

unequivocally stated, they must describe an intended outcome
rather than a description or summary of the content; they must
also describe what the learner will be doing when demonstrating
his achievement of the objective.
Mager {1962) suggests the following steps for designing
instructional objectives: Ca) Identify and name the over-all
behavior act.

(b) Define the conditions under which the behavior

is to occur and Cc) Define the criterion of acceptable
performance.

These three aspects will permit the designer to know

what kind of behavior students must achieve; under which
conditions they will demonstrate their performance, and what is
the minimum acceptable skill.

The better behavioral objectives

are stated, the easier the evaluation process will be.

The person
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who formulates the behavioral objectives must have a complete and
accurate knowledge about the learner, program, materials,
techniques, and the instructional process.
4.

Task Analysis.

The purpose of the task analysis is to

pinpoint the skills to be taught.

One good method for describing

these skills is to make a list of all the steps a person should
follow, including the tricks -of-the-trade- without overlooking
the small details which contribute to making the final product
right.
Cp.17).

Iuppa (1984) call these st~ps "critical discriminations"
Within the example given, these basic skills will be

related to the way students should design sketches for labeling.
Steps related to the design of letters (arrangement, proportion,
spacing, shape and size> must be accurately identified in order to
provide learners with a complete sequence and clues which will
facilitate the production of instructional graphics.
Development.
In the development phase, IV designers consider the best
possibilities and treatments for including them in the final
version of the program.

The information gained from the previous

phase, selection and planning, will be the pattern to follow for
implementing the program.
is planning.

The first step in the development phase
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1.

Planning.

When a designer has to plan a program for a

well known group, the basic advantage is that this familiarity
with the group allows him/her a great deal of latitude in terms of
subject matter, use of coloquial language and regional or ethnic
mores and cultural enrichment; these elements are often lacking in
programs which have been developed for national distribution.
(Schaefer, 1982).

In planning a didactic treatment the designer

should include a narrator who is a good representative of audience
demographics; it is a matter of fact that people usually believe
and accept someone most like themselves.
Another aspect to keep in mind is what kind of treatment is
better for the program.

During the planning process designers

must choose among some different ways for showing the contents.
These treatments can be described as follows:

The controlled

interview is a treatment which is usually inducted by a
professional interviewer; he or she must control the development
of the interview, focusing the comments on the chosen topic

and

avoiding unnecessary commentaries from the interviewee by cutting
him or her off when he or she begins to ramble.

Real time

lectures is a technique which has a great effectiveness.

Normally

a classroom is set up in the studio, including students,
audiovisual equipment, and materials.

The performance quality of

the lecturer is the base for obtaining good results.

Role-plays
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or dramatizations are good techniques for teaching; however they
have a major limitation, the performance must be perfect.
Treatments, materials and performers must be carefully chosen
in order to meet the objectives of the program.

Including humor

in the content of the program is not always a good idea because it
is so subjective, " ••• one person's joke is another's insult."
Cluppa,1985 p.80)
2.

Scripting.

Having chosen the steps to attain the

objectives it is necessary to start the script outline.

The

script includes the narration which will accompany the visual
representations of the program, starting from the beginning to the
final frame or closing shot.

One important aspect about the

script is that the designer must be sure of getting the script
approved before writing the final version.

The final script will

include a description of the pictorial and narrative elements
the program.

in

When writing the introduction, it is a good idea to

include an explanation of the interactive program and how it
works, as well as a motivational overview about why the students
should want to learn.

The heart of a great script is the quality

of the writing; for this reason it is sometimes necessary to
rewrite it again and again.

Questions such as What was I trying

to say? Did I said it? Could I have said it better? These are the
key questions which will help to write a good script.

The script
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should be seen not only by subject matter experts but by people
from the target population who can tell the designer whether or
not the exercises work.
3.

Exercise design and evaluation.

The interaction provided

by the IV program is based on the exercise design.

IV exercises

will be more effective if they are based on simulations of the
behavior to be learned.

The basic exercise techniques deal with

discrimination, generalization, and sequence.

In general terms,

discrimination is the ability to differentiate between several
items.

Learners must choose among the options provided by the

program <usually simply three-way multiple choice).

In

generalization, instead of learning to tell things apart, students
learn to put them into groups; identification drills Ca variety of
items are presented and must be grouped into several categories)
are the most common type of exercises used to teach
generalizations.

Sequence deals with putting things in the right

order.
When the student answers questions designed for evaluating
the knowledge he or she has about the topic, the program will give
an immediate feedback in which correct answers are positively
reinforced and wrong answers are accompanied by a suggestion.
This wil 1 encourage the student to review the content and try
again to find the correct answer.

This is, maybe, the most
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important aspect about friendly programs.

It doesn't matter if

the user makes a mistake or selects a wrong answer; the program
will always answer politely, encouraging the learner to continue
working in the lesson.

According to Larry Wilson, " ... they learn

to accept the fact that mistakes are part of the game - merely
fee.dback along the way to achieve a goal." (1983,p.32).

The

immediate feedback students receive from the program, is the
element in which evaluation is based.

This nonthreatening

feedback should be important in to~ay's classrooms were students
seem to be afraid to ask questions.
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CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
During the development of this paper two main topics have
been separately explained; general aspects about teaching
techniques and the steps for designing an IV program.

For

practical reasons each topic has been explained as a single,
independent element, but in reality they must be integrated.

This

integration can be done by designing the elements of the program
according to the characteristics ~nd needs of the target
population.

The contents must be displayed by combining the most

adequate features IV programs offer, in order to get an effective
impact on the learner.
When using animation, for example, the sequence in which
graphics are designed and displayed, will permit teaching with
accuracy and simplicity because each graphic has been designed
with the characteristics of the audience in mind.

There are no

rigid patterns or formulas for getting a correct design; it
depends on the objectives students should achieve, the complexity
of the topic and basically the educational level for which the
materials were designed.
The best way for catching learners' attention and keeping
them motivated is to offer graphics and contents composed by
elements whose familiarity and simplicity permit them to easily
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understand the topics.

Graphics can be made by using different

techniques and elements; as Giloi (1978) states "Graphic objects
maybe photographic images, or they maybe created with the aid of a
computer in the form of alphanumeric characters, special symbols,
line drawings, or gray-shaded areas." Cp.3>.

In the same way

graphics are designed by following some guidelines, the treatment
of the program, the script, must be clear and concrete in order to
avoid misinterpretations.
The way of presentation, as well as the instructional method
used, will allow the students to progress as fast or as slow as
they need to.

For example, linear programs are the simplest in

form and are usually played from beginning to end without any
branching.

In programs which have the branching capability,

flexibility in catering to each individual's needs, students who
need to start at a higher level may do so without risk of
compromising important concepts.

If a student seems to get ahead

of him/herself, the program can branch to another segment which
will assist the student in clarifying his/her questions.
Branching gives the most flexibility if used to its full
capabilities (Floyd and Floyd, 1982).
Individual differences and capabilities for learning will
determine the progress of the students.
as slow as they need.

They can work as fast or

Students who work at a faster pace or start
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on a higher level aren't required to wait for the slower students
in the class, and the slower students can work at a comfortable
pace without falling behind.

Students can work and be assessed on

the amount of work they are capable of completing.
Planning the materials' design according to the learners
needs and the objectives the students must achieve, and
facilitating the interaction between the user and the program by
using the best features IV offers, designers can be sure that the
students will understand and easi_ly learn the concepts which
compose the instructional process.
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